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THE IMPOSSIBLE EXPERIMENT



The following journal entries were found in a wooden filing cabinet sold by an antique dealer in upstate Vermont in 1949. The sheets of paper, enclosed in a leather folder stamped SECRET, were well-preserved for their age. The buyer remarked that even though the writer’s language use, vocabulary, spelling, and grammar in the two journals were in no way similar, the handwriting was proven identical by an expert in such matters. The articles following the secret file had been published on the Internet four years ago by a US journalist who wishes to remain anonymous. Fortunately, he or she had been cautious enough to keep the documents, which allowed him or her to send them now to us.
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Journal #1, “Maddie's” Entry #1 I couldn’t sleep last night ; perhaps the on-coming storm, its energy, was too strong ; perhaps the question—always the same—why am I here, why have I chosen this particular, probably impossible journey, and an even earlier question of why was I chosen for this voyage—was disrupting my sleep as it disrupts my thoughts each and every day. Perhaps it was both the storm and my ceaseless obsessing. Finally, around 3:00 A.M., after the storm broke, I fell into the most profound sleep I’ve had since we left port five days ago. And I had the first dream I’ve been able to remember since I boarded the ship:



I’m observing myself. I’m the age I am now or a bit older. I’m wearing a long overcoat; the wind is blowing. To my right is a line of paper houses; I’ve built them all, one after the other, and one after the other, they’re being blown down, destroyed by the wind. I feel nothing about them. Suddenly to my left I see a large structure, a building, marble or polished stone of some sort, white and gold and shining, with light all around it and coming out from it in every direction.



It’s beautiful, classically beautiful, in its



proportions, stable, unmoving. I realise that this building is the structure I’ve been creating all along. I wake. How do I interpret this? Does it bode well for the journey itself? Is it meant for me alone and for my work? (But what is my work?) Or does it have no significance whatsoever?
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Entry # 2 The Captain asked me to come on this excursion to find the “Misplaced Continent”; I could have lived in France for 20 more years and never have conquered the nuances of the language. I am essentially American—je suis americaine, oui—and I’m sure we would call it the “Lost Continent.” I’ve lost my glove equals I’ve misplaced my glove? Because I’m fairly certain I’ll find it or it will turn up, I can say lost or misplaced. But maybe lost means lost, not to be found, and misplaced means I just put it somewhere I don’t normally put it or the dog carried it to her bed or it’s in the pocket of a jacket that I left in someone’s car and I’ll find it or come across it at some point. What if I say I lost my heart to someone? Is my heart lost or misplaced? Misplaced, I suppose, if later on I take it back and lose it to someone else or misplace it in someone else. The subtle distinctions of the French and their language—I love those subtleties, actually. And well I should. This brings me back to the Captain. I am neither a journalist nor a novelist, either of which would make more sense for his purposes, I should think. My gift is a poet’s way of seeing and connecting seemingly disparate events, histories, people, feelings, thoughts. How can he possibly need this? For me, this entire venture is like science fiction and I’ve never read a science fiction book in my entire 70 years. And on we go……
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Entry # 3 I don’t know this to be a fact; it may be just a family myth, one of those old stories every family tells that in each re-telling gets added to by the teller according to his or her mood, the speaker’s needs of the moment for the listener’s approval or incredulity, even sexual favors perhaps. Of course in our family, there’s always the additional factor of alcohol—let’s be frank here—the level of the speaker’s intoxication must be taken into account. But my grandmother who never touched the bottle, as they say, was the person who told me the story; so I give it some credence. Plus I’ve time to think here on this ship bound for the misplaced continent of Nomedia and what better thing to think about than another ill-conceived voyage. Our myth goes like this: we had an uncle, Virgil, who went to sea in search of some lost continent. (Could it have been Nomedia? There’s no one left alive in my family who can answer this question; I don’t think they ever knew anyhow.) He had reason to go, of course, or rather, reason to leave North Carolina. His wife, Olivia, barren as the fields he plowed--- the children who’d come before the barrenness set in all dead from various childhood illnesses---he and Olivia left the mountains and moved to town. But there was no work there for a failed farmer or for his furiously depressed spouse. Then someone came through recruiting for a voyage to find the land of the…..some lost somebodies; they needed “able-bodied” men, according to the recruiter. They preferred single men; my uncle felt single, it’s said, and Olivia was more than relieved to be rid of his moroseness. (Supposedly, while he was away, she returned to her former gentle and lively self.) Virgil was able-bodied, all those years of work on the farm had left him with the muscular strength of a man twenty years his junior, and he’d not been in town long enough to lose his form.
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Virgil was away for over two years on that voyage; he returned a different man. By all accounts, they never found the land they sought. Maybe that’s true. But he who could barely speak English when he left returned speaking another language unknown to anyone in their town. My grandmother said that every night at the same hour, he would walk outside, face a certain direction in the sky, clasp his hands behind his back, and speak in that language with tears streaming down his face (What I wouldn’t give to know what he was saying and to whom he was saying it.) He continued in this fashion for another fifteen years before he died. Maybe I’ll come back from this trip speaking some unknown language. Wouldn’t that be a hoot?! And all I wanted to do was to learn French! Time for dinner…
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Entry #4 I’ve written nothing for over a week now—too much excitement and zero energy for reflection. Ten days ago at daybreak, one of the early risers on board—certainly not me, I’d barely been to sleep—thought she’d spotted something besides the endless water we’ve seen for weeks now. To my surprise, the Captain believed her and ordered the pilot and navigator to head in the direction where she’d seen “something.” I thought she’d just had too much time on the water and in her desperation was imagining whatever she’d thought she’d seen. Alas, I was wrong. But so was she—in the long-run. A mysterious, misplaced continent demands a mysterious setting: huge waves, fog falling just as our ship drew near. Only the background music was missing, and the cameras, and the swashbuckling sailors descending the gangplank to be greeted by halfnaked or half-clothed, depending on your viewpoint, natives. But who could hold on to such a vision in that fog with its cold, crashing waves? I wanted to retreat to my bed in my cabin and stay there for the duration. Even the captain was hesitant to leave the ship. As we waited and watched on board, the waves instantaneously ceased, the seas became as still as the proverbial glass, the fog lifted and disappeared. The suddenness of this increased our fears; at the same time, however, we were encouraged. We all have our own ideas about this “misplaced” continent, but certainly part of the fantasy for everyone is that something dramatic will occur when we find it—if we find it, rather. Waves and fog gone, everyone was eager to de-board and see what we’d “found.” The Captain vetoed this, and he and two of his chosen buddies plus another guy to do the work of getting them there took off—didn’t even let the woman who’d spotted the place accompany them. How’s that for fairness? I wonder how the Nomedians would handle such decisions. When Captain and his men return two hours later, he informs us that we will all disembark after le petit dejeuner. Gotta have our coffee! He doesn’t tell us diddly-squat
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about what they’ve found. Charged with caffeine and the adrenaline of excitement, anticipation, and fear, we’re off to see the Wizard, the wonderful Wizard of Oz…. No one greets us. Yet we see signs of organized human life: garden plots, racks of drying fish and sun dried fruits, fire pits. All of this, however, at some distance—two hours plus of solid hiking—from where we’d put ashore. By this time, we were all quite fatigued, hungry, and impatient. Where were the people who went with the gardens, fire-pits, drying racks? Many of us were ready to return to the ship and sail on, as they say. Then once again, the island surprised us—dense fog descended and made movement in any direction impossible.



Just as in the children’s game, “Statues,” the Captain



ordered everyone to freeze and freeze we did, fortunately, for just as it had descended, the fog lifted and we saw that those of us in front were standing at the edge of an enormous canyon or chasm. At that point, we discovered a guide of sorts—stacked stones in the shape of an arrow pointing back in the direction we’d come. As we stood there, some folks advising us to ignore the sign, others pleading for us to return to our ship as quickly as possible, some sitting or falling down exhausted, saying neither yea nor nay, we heard from across the canyon, the sound of voices singing, or chanting some unknown song. Our Captain’s curiosity overruled all opinions and he and his three trusted men departed into the canyon. The rest of us sat and waited and hoped for their safe return—and sat and waited and hoped and sat and waited and hoped….until some of the more energetic members of our party had the brilliant idea of sending a group of us back to the garden plots and drying racks for food and for the water that they believed would be near the gardens. It was our good fortune to have such clear-thinking and adventuresome people for they returned in less than a day with a good supply of both. This was even more fortunate, for the Captain and his party did not reappear for another three days at which time
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they were greeted not with shouts of joy at their safe return but: “Are we in Nomedia?”, “What did you find?”, “Are we in danger?”, “What took you so long?” ………………………………………………….. The mystery of my uncle’s experience is solved for me now, I believe. We had, in fact, found not the misplaced continent of Nomedia but what we would now call a “cult,” a cult which calls itself Nomedia II. It seems that the colony was established in the early 1800s by a Bostonian who claimed to have been descended from the original Nomedians; his descendents have continued to rule the group since his death in 1823. Their language (and the language of my uncle, I now suspect) is the Biblical speaking in tongues which they do in a trance-like state during their worship services; this is the mysterious and unidentifiable sound we overheard from across the canyon. Whom do they worship? Their leader! When the Captain, who was allowed to attend one of their services, asked about this practice, one of the leader’s right hand men explained that all humans need something higher to believe in, to follow. In his words, “It’s just human nature.” And their leader provides that something higher. Quel dommage! ’tis not Nomedia at all. They also allowed the Captain to enter their “Room of Antiquities” where he saw statues and other items from the group’s past and where he read some of their written records. In one of the record books, he found an entry describing the arrival—and the later departure—of a group of twenty-eight people from small towns in North Carolina. Most of the group was expelled after two years; it seems they refused to worship the leader and chose instead to worship their own god.
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Entry # 5 This I don’t know: can knowledge, information be inherited, passed down in the genes generation after generation without the recipient’s being aware of it? An enormous question that has occupied many a geneticist, scores of philosophers, and a cop or two here and there. I think of this often on this voyage. I have no more answers than the scientists, most of whom, I believe, say that certain kinds of knowledge, perhaps instinctual, is in our genes. But that’s not what interests me. I want to know if memories are inheritable. When our leader, our Captain, sent me a plane ticket and a note with the date ___ ___ ____ and an address, followed by please be here and his signature, I was startled to say the least and not a little puzzled. Checked my date book, nothing on it that I couldn’t rearrange with a minimum of effort, and thought, “What the hell? Why not?” I’d just finished a huge editing job and had a bit of extra cash; I wanted a break from my routine and figured, at the least, I could use the plane ticket for a little vacation of sorts. So I made arrangements for my dogs, put my things in order, called my family and friends to let them know I’d be away for a couple of weeks, packed one bag, and boarded the plane for Paris. The Captain’s office was not at all what I’d expected. “Large, airy, light” as they say in the classifieds. It was, in fact, his apartment. Furnished with great attention both to beauty and to use, it was the perfect place for perhaps a businessperson, a lawyer, an accountant. I say all this to emphasize that I was not expecting or prepared in any way for what came out of the Captain’s mouth. After a brief greeting, he cut straight to the chase: “I want you to go with me on a voyage in search of the misplaced continent Nomedia.” His words, extraordinary enough, were nothing compared to my response—no, reaction is a better word, because it was automatic, without thought or filter. I felt an immediate recognition, in the most profound sense of the word. As if “Yes, I know that place, I’ve
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always known it.” The two weeks turned into a year and here I am still on this voyage. You may ask, “What does this have to do with inheritance?” Do you not remember my uncle? Now although I am certain that he did not find the true Nomedia, that he lived instead in Nomedia II, I am beginning to believe that both he and I have somehow always known about Nomedia and that’s why he left his family and why I’ve now left mine. Who was the originator?
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Journal #2, "Virginia's" Dicimber 24, in the Yeer of owr Lord 1897 My Owne Tru Diary I be riterned at Last two the place I cawl Home. I will niver agin go two Boston or too thet Clinick whar I hav jist spint 1 hole Yeer of my life in that Dr.’s Masheen. I do knot keer iffen my ma and pa do Need Muney. Whut he cawls Time Travel aint fur this Gurl, no Sirree. Niver, Niver agin. Ever sence I be Riterned, I ave not bin able two Sleepe, this be goin on 2 Months know. Nor kin I Eet nor stan too be in a Ruum by mysef nor in a Ruum with eny uther Folks. It is gittin so I kin hardlee stan two be with my owne sef. Dicimber 31 Hear it is the knew yeer and I kin not see nor think of whut too do. Iffin I do manage too fawl into sleepe, I be beset with the most awfuul nitemares a body kin emagene. I be on a Ship on the Watter an on Sum Thing thet has Wings. And I screem and wake up the hole househole. Pa sed yestiddy iffin I do knot stop this, he is guine sind me bak two that Dr. He sed the dr. sed I be a vury good subjeck for his expeeramint. I kant bare too thank of sich a thang.



Closed File, 16 January 1898, due to subject’s death by hanging. Subject’s family being notified of same expressed little surprise or sorrow.



Franklin Mencken
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August 25th 2007



Readers will recall recent columns containing the journal entries of a woman purportedly a time traveler and a member of a voyage bound for the so-called “misplaced continent of Nomedia.” As I reported in the first story, these writings were found in a wooden medical file cabinet sold by an antique dealer in upstate Vermont in 1949. According to the files found inside, the cabinet contained the records of a Dr. Franklin Mencken of Boston, Massachusetts. Dr. Mencken is said to have engaged in time travel experiments. File #27, passed on to me by a faithful reader and reputable collector of such items, dates from the late 1800s and contains the short personal diary and longer on-board ship journal entries of a woman from somewhere in the South who seems to have been one of Dr. Mencken’s best “subjects.” Unfortunately, she hanged herself after her parents returned her to the doctor’s clinic. Or so it appears from the file.1 Yesterday, I received an email which has shaken me profoundly. I do not know if I’m being made a fool of or if the information is accurate.2 The writer of the email states that he read my columns when his aunt who lives in Montpellier, France, saw them on our Internet edition and forwarded them to him. He claims that he is now aboard a ship bound for Nomedia; he further claims that, in fact, a poet, an American woman, approximately 70 years 1 If you missed the columns containing these journal entries, they are posted on our website, along with scores of readers’ comments. 2 I must add here that we published the journal writings only after long and heated debate among our editors who state absolutely that we in no way certify them as true; this is a personal column and not a news story.
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old was with the excursion from the start but suddenly and without explanation disappeared from the ship. The evening of her disappearance, she was at her regular place for dinner, talked with the other voyagers, and seemed completely herself although some at the table later remarked that she had been quieter than usual and a bit withdrawn. They attributed this either to a still lingering headache that she’d had that afternoon or to her constant insomnia. When she did not appear for breakfast the next morning and was not in her cabin, the crew and passengers conducted an extensive search of the ship. All of her clothing and her other personal items were in their normal places in her berth. Only the woman and her journals were missing. The Captain concluded that she’d fallen overboard or perhaps jumped, although almost no one thought that to be possible since she’d shown less depression than many of the other passengers. At sunrise the following day, he held a memorial service for the missing person and they sailed on. He notified no authorities. I confess: I am completely puzzled by this entire episode and not a little skeptical. If these writings are factual, they raise far more questions than they answer. Does the file and the woman’s disappearance indicate that time travel is indeed possible and is not only possible but is occurring at this very moment? Does this mean that a person can travel not only into the future but also in a future life? Did the woman disappear from the ship because she went back to her life in 1898 and shortly thereafter hung herself? Can we ascertain if there is an actual ship now in route to “Nomedia”?
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The email writer has set up a false email account and leaves no ordinary way to track him down. This newspaper has contacted authorities in France, and not surprisingly, no one has any record of a ship’s having sailed from there bound for port unknown. I am sad to offer a more plausible explanation: this is another huge hoax perpetrated on the public by charlatans who use our need for excitement and mystery to create “news” events. I am trying to decide if I should turn these documents over to the Ripley’s Believe It or Not folks to post on their website. However, it’s entirely possible that I’m just a jaded newspaper columnist who’s been burned too many times in my quest for the unusual human interest story and the writings are authentic. Who knows, maybe even as I write I’m writing in the future or the past and only think I’m in the now.
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September 24th 2007



Well, dear readers, this is a column I hesitate to write. After last month’s “news” of Dr. Frank Mencken and his so-called time travel experiments, I received by registered mail an envelope containing three letters, the last of which purportedly was written by Dr. Mencken himself to his brother, Augustus Mencken, who was also a doctor. Another letter is from Virgil Latty to his niece, Maddie, the young woman whose journals this newspaper has previously published. Many of you have called or emailed asking her surname; unfortunately that information is not given in any of the documents we’ve seen. The other letter is to Dr. Mencken from a Dr. Avery Medlock, who writes concerning Mr. Latty’s psychiatric treatment.



Thomas Godfrey (name has been changed at his request) claims to be a descendent of Dr. Frank Mencken’s wife. In a telephone interview, he said that after reading my previous columns and following much soulsearching, he concluded that in fairness to all concerned, he would contribute the letters he’s had in his possession since settling the estate of one of his relatives. Mr. Godfrey speculates that Mencken included the two incriminating letters with his own letter to his brother simply for Mencken’s own protection assuming they would be safe in his brother’s keeping and never come into public scrutiny.



In my forty-seven years as a columnist, I have heard and read about--and even seen with my own now failing vision---far stranger stories than these of Dr. Frank Mencken and his time travel studies. That said, I must
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add that, if these files are authentic, this is one of the most disturbing sets of documents to cross my desk in those forty-seven years. If the events in the papers are true, once again I am profoundly shocked and saddened by the lengths to which we humans will go to satisfy our greed for money, power, and fame. I speak here of Franklin Mencken and not of Virgil Latty and his niece, Maddie. I cannot fault either of them and find much that is commendable in their life histories. It’s difficult to know what to make of Dr. Avery; perhaps he was so biased by his need for Virgil as a subject in his research that he could not discern the sanity in the man. As for Maddie’s parents, I can’t blame them for their need for money, although if Mencken’s records are correct, they appear from this distance to be people of little feeling for their daughter. Of course, they may been illiterate folks who didn’t answer Mencken’s notification of Maddie’s death for that reason alone. We will never know.



I would be remiss if I did not publish two other bits of information bearing on the veracity of this entire story: our experts conclude that the signatures on Dr. Mencken’s files and on the letter to his brother are in fact identical. That fact in itself gives weight to the supposition that this whole affair in a hoax, as I’ve suspected all along. You may ask why the identical signatures do not lend credibility rather than doubt. The dates on the documents are 1872 for the closing of File #27 and 1897 for Mencken’s letter to his brother. The difference as you can see is 25 years and who among us can sign our name in the same way we signed it when we were young or even middle-aged? Common sense and experience tell us that the pressure and clarity of the strokes change with time. (Now, please don’t write or call accusing me of “ageism.” I am
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old enough to make such statements without prejudice on my part.) However, experts from another lab assert that the paper on which the documents are written is in fact as old as the dates on the documents.



Watch for next week’s column. It will have all three letters for your reading pleasure. You, of course, are free to believe or disbelieve that Mencken and his Time Machine existed and that the stories we’ve revealed of Virginia/Maddie and her Uncle Virgil are as true as the Machine. For my part, I’m finished with these characters. At this point, I prefer to let them rest in the afterlife, if as Mencken said, there is an Afterlife.
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1 Joon 15 in the Yeer of Ower Lord 1872



Deere Neece, Well now Maddie yu bee awf up thar in Bawstun agin. Ah am shore sorrie to heer thet. Ah am sorrie thet yore fokes neede Muny so bad thet they sint yu offe to Dr. Minkin. He luked lak a gud enuff Feler at the Starte a thangs, ah thank now thet he is Quar in the Hed. In yore Leter thet cam heer yestidy yu ax whut hapin to me up thar. Well ah kin tell yu this fur a fak whut ah thawt ah wuz gittin in too wuz knot whut ah got in too jist lak yore Fokes me un Olivie did knot hav much of Nuthin a fore thet War un purt nye to Nuthin affter. Ah did knot wont to fite in thet thar War knot fur kepin no slavs wich weuns dint hav nun of enyways. Ah cum bak frum thet War porer then ah hed bin at the Start of hit—lak ah all redy sed. So win them Felers cum awferring gud Muny iffen ah wud jine up with them on a bote yore Ant Olivie sed go Virgil un ah wint. She uz thanke full to git Shedde of me ah rekin. Ah kant saye thet ah blam her nun an ah uz mity Happye mah owne Seffe to leeve thet Towne whar weuns wuz Livin an trye to mak sum gud Muny. Them Felers sed weuns wuz gwine Awf to looke fur a Land kawled Nomeedy but furst weuns wuz gwine awf up Northe to a Towne kawled Bawstun. Lett me tel you them sees wuz ruf an ah wuz shorly sik a bunch thar wuz miny a Storme. Affter thet furst runne to Bawstun ah niver wontted to git awn borde a nuther Shippe. But ah hed too beecaws ah wontted thet Muny badde. Win weuns gotte to Bawstun Minkin luked us awl over an sed yu Boys will do jist Fyne he sed weuns wuz fitte enuf. He guv us Knew Close fur the Trippe an mor Foode then ah hed ever seene bee fore in 1 place. Ah sed to Myselfe this mought be Hevven.
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Ah muste stoppe heer fur now fur it is milking Time yu member Ole Bossy ah rekin. Ah will rite mor tomorry. Nekt morrnin Deer Nece, Well this is the Lawngest Leter ah hav ever writ. Yore leter hez kawsed me to thank abowt thet time in my Liffe ah aint niver tole no boddy a bowt it. Ah huv bin rekkolektin miny thangs. whut ah hed thawt nomeedy wud be lak und thin whut we did finde. Everboddy awn the Bote wuz tellin me Thangs abowt the pulase we uns wuz hedded fur. The Pulase thay kawl Nomeedy. Thangs thet wuz jist knot Beleevebul. Furst awf thay sed thet thar wuz Golde an Silvur runnin everwhar an a feller kud tek his Bukketful of hit ennytym he wonted too. Thay sed thar wud bee Foode jist a hangin awn the Trees fur the Takin of Hit. Thar wuz reel Cawfee an Kows Melke an Buhterr. Iffen thet be Troo, me thanks to meseffe, ah uz shorly gwine drank Me a Bukketful of thet Cawfee withe reel Kows Melke in hit. Ah haint niver hed me enuff Cawfee in mah hole lyftyme then an ah stelle haint. with the War an all thet ah hed bin drankin akorne watter butte yu no awl a bowt thet awriddy, ah rekkin. Trooly ah did knot beleeve eny of the Thangs thay sed nomedy wuz butte ah did surtinly wush thay wuz troo an ah kud hev me sum kornbred withe reel Buhterr on hit with mah Cawfee ah wud bee wun hapy Feller iffen ah kud hev thet withe nun of themm natts lak weuns hev at Home a flyin rawnd ma haid. Butte ah thawt Nomeedy wuz gwine to bee kolde un Darke un thet ah hed bin vury miss ledd by thet bunche of Fellers un thet dr Minkin who hed payd me to jine thet thar Voyege. Do knot ax me wy ah thawt thet ah jist did. Butte ah rekin this is mor then you wuz axing fur. Ah thank whut is botherrin you is thet masheen of the drs. Ah dint git in it fer the furst hunt fer Nomeedy. Weuns jist sayled awf butte we dint fine whutiver it wuz thet the dr wonted. We dint fine nuthin to speek of jist sum eyelands an sich. Wen weuns gotte bak to Bawstun the dr hed tuk hit in too his Hed thet
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mebbe Nomeedy wuz in the Passt or mebbe in the Fewcher. Well nun of us hed ever herd of sich a thang an weuns hed us a goode laf lette me tell yu. Butte the dr wuz knot laffin hisselfe he tuk awl us felers into annuther Parte of his place a kine of Barn in bakke of his awfice he showwd us a musheen. He sed hit wuz a tyme musheen un thet we wuz gwine to mek owr nexte Voyege in hit. The Kandl is bernin low Maddie so ah rekkin ah will Stoppe fer now an mebbe rite yu tomorry. Nekt morrnin Oh deere Maddie yore ant Olivie jist showwed me thet laste page of yore Leter thet she hed hidde Away frum me an ah am shorl up sette she sed thet yu wuz afred fer yore pa an me to no whut thet feler has dun too yu. Ah rekkin yu be rite becaws ah am kumin to fettch yu home jist as soone as ah kin git enuff muny fer the Trippe an iffen thet feler minkin meks arry a muv to stoppe me ah will lykly hev to kille him. An he wille trooly desurv to be kilt fer whut he hez dun to yu. Yu leff heere a Sweete an Inocent yung Gurl an now yu ar with Childe by thet man minkin who all reddy has a wif an famly. He aint gotte no resspecte fer nuthin an he sartinly aint got know resspecte fer God er fer gods kreechers. Ah do knot hole withe hevin no Slavs neether collored nor wite an thet is whut he hez mad of yu a slav dam him to Helle. Win he axd me whut ah thawt nomedy wuz lak an ah tol him jist whut ah rit to yu bak at the starte of this heer leter he jist laffed at me an sed ah wuz Simple an a Foole. Ah may seeme simple to yu dr Minkin ah sed butte ah aint no foole ah hev goode Sinse an ah kin reede goode an rite a liddle ah jist niver got to go to Skool lak yu dun. Thet man aint niver wonted fer a thang in his hole liffe knot muny nor foode nor nuthin so he caint knowe whut Silvur an Goulde an reel cawfee kin meene to a feler lak me. He hez hed everthang he hez ever deezired an ah rekkin he thanks he kin hev yu to. We wil see avowt thet we wil see jist hoo the foole is wen ah git thar. Ah feele sorrie fer his litle sic gransun butte not so sorrie fer his sic wif who may bee a
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Ladye butte thet womman cumplanes morn enny boddy ah evvr knowwed of stille thet do knot giv him the rit to do whut he hez dun. Nowwe Maddie do knot giv in to yore Sorrowe nor Shamme. God in his Merci wille not juge yu He kin see ever thang thet heppins an He nows whut a bodie hes in theyre hart He nows thet yu ar inocent an in kneed of His Hep an the Goode Booke sez thet the Lorde heps the wuns hoo hep there seves an ah am kumin to hep yu. Everbodye heer luvs yu maddie. Ah wille knot telle yore Pa. Yore Unkl, Virgil Latty
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2 McLean Asylum for the Insane March 20, 1883 Dear Dr. Mencken, I trust this finds you in good health and enjoying your work. I write for two reasons, the first being to express again my gratitude for your allowing me to work with your patient, Mr. Virgil Latty. As you have been informed, with your permission Dr. Ruben transferred Mr. Latty to my program. At first glance, Mr. Latty appeared to be a backward and ignorant man, and of course, he is entirely uneducated in so far as formal schooling is concerned. However, after spending these last eight months with him, I find him to be quite intelligent. His intellectual capacity seems to be in no way diminished by his mental illness and his ten years in the wards. Regrettably, in spite of continued treatment, his hallucinations persist; they do occur less frequently, I hasten to add. Oddly enough, they have become more vivid and lifelike in nature. This brings me to the second reason for this letter. I would like to make known to you the most recent of these hallucinatory events. I believe this will be of interest to you not only because you are a fellow scientist but also because you are a subject in this particular hallucination. Remarkably, the hallucination occurred during one of Mr. Latty’s most lucid periods. For the sake of clarity and time, I have, shall we say, “translated” Mr. Latty’s language into the English to which we are most accustomed. Mr. Latty insists that this is a dream; however, based on the detailed history you so generously provided in which you recount the content of his previous delusions concerning your supposed
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relationship with his niece and given his continuous belief that you have a machine in which he traveled in search of “Nomedia,” I can only conclude that this is not a dream but a full-fledged hallucination. The content is as follows: I am standing at the entrance to a church. [I do not include all the details of his description of this building as I feel they are not relevant; but from those details, I believe he means some sort of grand edifice, perhaps an ancient temple.] Inside the church are many other people. Every person except one has his eyes cast down as if they are either afraid or embarrassed to look at me. They are humming some sort of song, a song that has no words, and there are no musical instruments, just a low humming sound, very solemn. Everything is solemn. [Mr. Latty’s exact words were: “Nobuddy sed nuthin. Jest looked down an hummed thar toon.”] The one person who was looking straight ahead was a small woman with white hair and jeweled teeth. This woman called me by my name and said, “Brother Virgil, you are to return to Dr. Mencken and give him this message: ‘You will never find that which you seek, for Nomedia is forever hidden from those who would use it for their own greed. We would allow your servant Virgil to remain here to live out his life in harmony with himself and all the Nomedians who cherish him, but we must send him as our messenger back to you. Your voyages, which you yourself never undertake but for which you enslave others who take the risks necessary for such expeditions, must cease at once. If seeking a cure for your grandson had been your only motive for finding Nomedia, you yourself would have made the venture with your grandson. Under those circumstances, I assure you, we would have welcomed you and given you every aid, including the secret herbs you so desire, the herbs which are truly miraculous but which work their cure only here in Nomedia. However, your fear and your desire for fame and financial gain imprisoned you in Boston; instead you have
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sent men such as this messenger, Virgil, and later his young niece, Maddie, in search of our land. I repeat: You will never find us. Virgil will never return to us to show you the way.’” At this point, Virgil called out: “Ellie, yore har is on far! Yore joowel teeth is meltin!” It was as if in telling the story, he had returned to the hallucination. As you can see, this hallucination does have the content and language of a dream; this was true even in Mr. Latty’s own form of speech. I trust you will find this information of value in your ongoing study of Mr. Latty and his family. I only regret that I did not have the opportunity to meet the niece who I understand hanged herself at a young age. I am sure that you have included her case in your research and I would be most obliged if you would make that available to me, at your convenience of course. In the meantime, I shall continue to treat Mr. Latty as needed for his hallucinations. I must include one additional amusing detail he added when we later discussed his “dream.” In his words, again as best I can transcribe them: “An afore ah leff, thay guv me the biggess cup of reel cawfee whith reel keow’s mik ah hev ever hed.” Poor soul that he is, his smile was one of the brightest I have seen since he entered my ward. I remain in your debt for providing me with such a fine subject. Sincerely yours, Avery Medlock, M.D.
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3 21 January 1897 Boston, Massachusetts My Dearest Brother, Augustus, I trust this finds you well and in a receptive frame of mind for once again I take pen in hand to beg your forgiveness. Having made this identical request countless times in years past and each time having failed to receive a reply, I confess that my heart holds little hope of your much-desired response. However, this epistle bears the added urgency of my impending death. I do not say this for dramatic effect, for it is simply the Truth. I am afflicted with the very disease which took our Dear Mother; I, too, am having my esophagus eaten away, at first bit by bit and now with increasing pain and efficiency. This added to the failure of my life’s work is rapidly taking me from this world. Therefore, it is with some desperation that I write and pray you to answer speedily with brotherly love and affection and your long-desired absolution of my past actions, unintended though they were. When your son, my dearest, most beloved nephew, Timothy, asked to join one of my early expeditions, both you and I raised strenuous objections and you went so far as to forbid such an undertaking. I myself felt strongly that he should not make the journey, but as his Uncle, I also believed that he needed and deserved the opportunities such a journey would provide. Of course, I held his intelligence and leadership abilities in highest esteem and recognized these characteristics as invaluable to my undertaking. As you were out of the country and he was visiting my family here in Boston that summer, he was farther from your influence and freer to make his own decision in the matter. That I allowed him to go and that he never returned is a burden of conscience which I shall bear always. Added to that burden is your unwillingness to forgive me for your loss. This is a grief, among others, that I
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shall take with me to my grave. You alone can remove some of the heaviness from my spirit as I face the Great Unknown that we call Death. My dear Brother, I want to assure you that you are not the only man who has known loss. When my darling Maddie passed on in the manner she chose, I was driven almost mad by grief. I of all people should have recognized her despair after the loss of that---dare I call it a child? ---creature so malformed that I could barely stand to touch it. It was with relief that I stopped its breathing. Maddie’s screams echo still in my memory. The poor dear girl never recovered from the entire episode. She went to her grave believing that the monster she bore was a punishment from God for the sin of having lain with me. In this, I am able to see her ignorance. I know that it was difficult for others to accept my love for Maddie. Not withstanding that I had a wife, uninformed people found Maddie to be uneducated, even “backward,” they called her. She was certainly uneducated by our standards, but her mind was quick and her spirit bright. I am in possession of some of her journals from the last voyage she undertook for me; in these she, now a woman called Virginia, has entered into a life in the year 2007. One could never describe Virginia as unlettered. How could I not hope that Maddie eventually could become Virginia? It was clear to me that she had capacities beyond those at first apparent. Lillian, my long-suffering wife, was the most ornery, contentious person on the face of God’s earth. Her complaints were unceasing and her lack of interest in anything beyond the latest gossip brought in by her maid, or the next novel she had chosen to read, or the next meal she could use to assuage her unending appetite were more than any one man should have to put up with. That enormous lack of interest extended first to our Daughter and then to our dearly beloved Grandson, dearly beloved by his Grandfather but, of course, ignored by his Grandmother, even as she had ignored our Daughter. The sicker little Franklin became, the more anguished I grew until I was
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willing to attempt anything to save him. You are well aware of all these circumstances but they bear repeating in my attempt to gain your understanding. The Time Travel Machine that we had been developing for more years than I care to recall appeared to be a possible method for finding the remedies spoken of by travelers to certain islands. From one of these travelers, I heard again of Nomedia, that place which then came to contain all my hopes. I say “again” for as you well know, Dear Brother, you were the first to mention the “Misplaced Continent” in connection with the Time Travel Machine. You suggested it as a possible destination for a journey since in all your research on the matter, you had determined that Nomedia was of the past and could never be found in the present. Because of your strongly held belief, you refused to back my voyages in the here and now and stopped your contributions to our work. I believe that your move to Philadelphia was a relief to both of us. Be that as it may, when I heard that Nomedia had the herbs for which I searched, I determined to find it whatever the cost. I had no doubts as to the efficacy of said herbs in the treatment of Franklin’s disease. Was I also searching for a cure for Lillian’s ailments, one might ask, and at certain moments late at night, perhaps with my already having imbibed a glass or two of sherry or something stronger, I might answer, “And what possible reason could I have for wanting to cure her? Let her die, by God!” You see, dear Brother, I do have some honesty, contrary to your view of me. The first voyage had no connection with the Machine; it was simply a voyage made by men in a ship. Although they were away for one and a half years, they found nothing of interest to me, nothing which could have been of aid to my grandson. Fortunately, on that voyage was a man from the South, Virgil Latty by name. I say fortunately, but as you will see, that is not completely accurate. He had a niece whose parents were, as countless other poor Southerners after the War, in need of
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funds. That niece was, as you may have surmised, Maddie. The unfortunate aspect of my association with Virgil is as follows: I have said that Maddie despaired after the birth and death of her child, but in truth she despaired during the entire nine months she carried the fetus. Exactly why this was so, I have not been able to determine. Granted she was only fourteen years old but she was quite mature for her age and even more so after her two voyages in the Machine. Furthermore, she knew that she had me to look after her and the child. Why she did not trust me remains a mystery. However, looking back many years later, I concluded that she was troubled not just by the pregnancy and the death of the child but also by the world which she said she found in her last journey. When I could succeed in persuading her to talk about what she had seen, she described it as a world filled with greed and fear. She spoke of plagues and poverty, of people driven from their lands by wars fought with unimaginable weaponry. Of course, with her limited vocabulary, these are not the words she used; rather they are my interpretation of her intended meaning. She was tormented both in her waking hours and in her sleep. To my sorrow, none of the medicines which I prescribed were of benefit in relieving either her headaches or her fears. In her despair, she wrote her Aunt Olivia and Uncle Virgil. Without consulting me as to the accuracy of what she had written, Virgil took it upon himself to come to Boston with the intention of returning her to her family in North Carolina. A lack of resources delayed his trip for four months and unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, Maddie had died by the time he arrived. Virgil was always a man guided more by feeling than intellect, a fact which facilitated his commitment to the McLean Asylum for the Insane after his first attempt on my life. In fact, his trying to murder me was of little consequence; however, his threatening to take the entire affair including the
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Time Machine to the Boston newspapers made it necessary to see to it that he remained in the Asylum until his death twelve years later. With my connections as a man of medicine and, let us speak frankly, with my money, I encountered no problems in locating Asylum workers who would inform me whenever the authorities were considering Virgil’s release. Each time, with such information, I easily forged a letter in which Virgil again threatened my life. I then gave the letter to the Director and informed him that it had been smuggled out of the Asylum by one of the attendants at Virgil’s request. I also was able to take advantage of another fortunate circumstance: the Asylum was developing a new laboratory dedicated to “the study of the role of biological factors in mental illness.” Although at that time the program was in its very earliest stages and in truth could not be called a true laboratory until its official opening several years later, the doctor who had conceived of the study was searching for evidence to support his ideas. It was not in the least difficult for me, again as a Doctor in good standing in the medical community, to offer Virgil as a fine example of inbreeding. I took such action in all honesty for I am quite certain that inbreeding is a major factor in his and all Southerners’ lack of intelligence, although I am not sure how Maddie escaped this common affliction. Far more troubling than Virgil’s predictable decline and death is the failure of all my expeditions to achieve the one objective I had set for them: to find and return with the herbs which would cure my grandson. Not only could I have saved his life, but also with such medicine, I would certainly have made a fortune and gained immeasurable fame which would have had untold benefits for not only myself but for you, my Dear Brother, and for your Dear Family. Alas, ’twas not to be, and I must live out my few remaining days as I have lived my last twenty years with the burden of my failure. I have had my Last Will and Testament drawn up by a competent and discrete
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gentleman, H. Milton Jefferson, Esq., in whom I have every confidence. You will receive a small amount of funds and goods and a large quantity of research records. Of course, the Time Travel Machine is included. I pray that you will regain your interest in Nomedia and continue my work once I am no longer here. I shall close this epistle with one last plea for your understanding and forgiveness. I trust that you can see from all I have revealed to you that even as you, I have endured great losses in this lifetime, none of which I deserved as you surely have not deserved the grief you have suffered. I pray that you will find it in your heart to grant me this consolation. My only other solace lies in my hope soon to see my dear Grandson, my long lost Nephew and my beloved Maddie. Assuming for the moment that there is a God, I trust that God, in His Infinite Mercy, will have assigned Lillian and Virgil to another part of the Afterlife, assuming, of course, that there is an Afterlife. Your loving Brother, Franklin Mencken, M.D.
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